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A lawyer should be mindful of 
deficiencies in the  

administration of justice. 
 

Preamble – ABA Model Rules 











A lawyer, as a member of the legal 
profession, is a representative of 

clients, an officer of the legal system 
and a public citizen having special 

responsibility for the quality of 
justice. 

 
Preamble – ABA Model Rules 





•“Two things fill the 
mind with ever-
increasing wonder 
and awe, the more 
often and the more 
intensely the mind 
of  thought is drawn 
to them: the starry 
heavens above me 
and the moral law 
within me.”  
 

• ― Immanuel Kant, Critique of  
Practical Reason 

•This is the voice which I 
seem to hear murmuring 
in my ears, like the sound 
of  the flute in the ears of  
the mystic; that voice, I 
say, is humming in my 
ears, and prevents me 
from hearing any other. 
And I know that anything 
more which you will say 
will be in vain. Yet speak, 
if  you have anything to 
say. 
 

• Plato, Crito 



•"By a lie a man 
throws away and 
as it were 
annihilates his 
dignity as a man."  
 
•— Immanuel Kant 



•“Treat people as 
an end, and 
never as a means 
to an end”  
 
•― Emmanuel Kant 



•“Act only 
according to that 
maxim whereby 
you can at the 
same time will 
that it should 
become a 
universal law.”  
 
•― Immanuel Kant 



•"According to Kant, 
when properly applied, 
the categorical 
imperative gives one 
absolute moral rules, 
which is the goal. That 
is, it produces an 
exceptionless moral 
system—there are never 
any exceptions to 
Kantian formulated 
moral rules."  
 

• — Scott B. Rae (Moral Choices: An 
Introduction to Ethics) 



•Kant himself  suggests that 
even when confronted with the 
need to lie in order to protect 
an innocent person who is 
about to be killed, one still has 
an unqualified duty to tell the 
truth. Yet this seems very 
problematic and illustrates one 
of  the tensions of  absolutist 
deontological moral systems in 
general—they cannot deal with 
scenarios when principles 
conflict."  
 

• — Scott B. Rae (Moral Choices: An 
Introduction to Ethics) 



•Plato’s Republic attempts 
to define “justice”, show 
why we should be just, 
and relate this to an ideal 
form of  government 
which best fosters justice 
in the State and Soul. Or 
rather, in his Republic, 
Plato attempts to define 
“the ideal Republic” 
(which is a metaphor for 
“the soul”) 
 

• http://factmyth.com/books/pl
atos-republic-explained/ 



Missing element for Kant is 
fear. For Plato, the wars 
have just happened, the 

state fears wars and threats 
to the state.  

 
Kant is comfortable with the 

individual's compliance 
with moral law and the 

individual's personal moral 
intuitive code which 

requires honesty towards 
others as an end.  





•“IF the State is a 
moral person whose 
life is in the union of  
its members, and if  
the most important of  
its cares is the care for 
its own preservation, it 
must have a universal 
and compelling force, 
in order to move and 
dispose each part as 
may be most 
advantageous to the 
whole.”  
•Rousseau  



•Then if  any one at all 
is to have the 
privilege of  lying, the 
rulers of  the State 
should be the 
persons; and they, in 
their dealings either 
with enemies or with 
their own citizens, 
may be allowed to lie 
for the public good.  



•The Lie: 
 
•Well then, I will speak, although I really know not how to look 

you in the face, or in what words to utter the audacious fiction, 
which I propose to communicate gradually, first to the rulers, 
then to the soldiers, and lastly to the people. They are to be told 
that their youth was a dream, and the education and training 
which they received from us, an appearance only; in reality 
during all that time they were being formed and fed in the 
womb of  the earth, where they themselves and their arms and 
appurtenances were manufactured; when they were completed, 
the earth, their mother, sent them up; and so, their country 
being their mother and also their nurse, they are bound to 
advise for her good, and to defend her against attacks, and her 
citizens they are to regard as children of  the earth and their 
own brothers.  



•"Socrates said the 
perfect society 
would be based on a 
great lie. People 
would be told that lie 
from the cradle, and 
they would believe 
it, because human 
beings need to make 
order out of  chaos."  
 

• — Anne Frasier (Hush) 



• I have only told you half. Citizens, we shall say to them in 
our tale, you are brothers, yet God has framed you 
differently. Some of  you have the power of  command, and 
in the composition of  these he has mingled gold, 
wherefore also they have the greatest honour; others he has 
made of  silver, to be auxiliaries; others again who are to be 
husbandmen and craftsmen he has composed of  brass and 
iron; and the species will generally be preserved in the 
children. But as all are of  the same original stock, a golden 
parent will sometimes have a silver son, or a silver parent a 
golden son. And God proclaims as a first principle to the 
rulers, and above all else, that there is nothing which they 
should so anxiously guard, or of  which they are to be such 
good guardians, as of  the purity of  the race.  



•"the rhetoric of  this 
masked master is 
one of  the tolerance 
of  difference. What 
better way to keep 
people in tow, hold 
them in the same old 
line of  the same, 
than to console them 
with the noble lie of  
difference"  
 

• — Anonymous 



•"The “noble lie” 
proposes a story by 
which the denizens of  
the “ideal regime” 
proposed by Socrates at 
once believe in their 
fundamental equality as 
members of  a common 
family and in the natural 
basis of  their inequality."  
 

• — Patrick J. Deneen (Why 
Liberalism Failed (Politics and 
Culture)) 





•"Truth brought to 
public light recruits 
the best of  us to work 
for change. On the 
other hand, even the 
best-intentioned 
"noble lie" ultimately 
discredits the finest of  
causes."  
 

• — Christina Hoff  Sommers 
(Who Stole Feminism? How 
Women Have Betrayed 
Women) 



• "Men are not born equal in themselves, so I 
think it beneath a man to postulate that they 
are. If  I thought myself  as good as Sokrates I 
should be a fool; and if, not really believing it, 
I asked you to make me happy by assuring 
me of  it, you would rightly despise me. So 
why should I insult my fellow-citizens by 
treating them as fools and cowards? A man 
who thinks himself  as good as everyone else 
will be at no pains to grow better. On the 
other hand, I might think myself  as good as 
Sokrates, and even persuade other fools to 
agree with me; but under a democracy, 
Sokrates is there in the Agora to prove me 
wrong. I want a city where I can find my 
equals and respect my betters, whoever they 
are; and where no one can tell me to swallow a 
lie because it is expedient, or some other 
man's will."  
 

• — Mary Renault (The Last of  the Wine) 


